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Abstract
Particle-based fluid simulation (PFS), such as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and Position-based Fluid (PBF), is a mesh-free method that has been widely used in various fields, including astrophysics, mechanical engineering, and biomedical engineering for the study of liquid behaviors under different circumstances. Due to its meshless nature, most analysis techniques that are developed for mesh-based data need to be adapted for the analysis of PFS data. In this work, we study a number of flow analysis techniques and their extension for PFS data analysis, including the FTLE approach, Jacobian analysis, and an attribute accumulation framework. In particular, we apply these analysis techniques to free surface fluids. We demonstrate that these analyses can reveal some interesting underlying flow patterns that would be hard to see otherwise via a number of PFS simulated flows with different parameters and boundary settings. In addition, we point out that an in-situ analysis framework that performs these analyses can potentially be used to guide the adaptive PFS to allocate the computation and storage power to the regions of interest during the simulation.

1 Introduction
Fluids (liquids, gases, plasmas and plastic solids) are ubiquitous in our lives. The development of various fluid models and their simulations via the research in the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been widely applied in various scientific, engineering and entertainment applications to help domain experts and practitioners study fluids with different characteristics for the needs of their specific applications. Automotive and aircraft design, mechanical engineering, environmental science, oceanography, climate study, plasma physics, movies, commercials and games are just a few places where fluid simulations have been applied.

To identify dynamics (or features) that are of relevance to the specific applications is of paramount importance for the aforementioned applications. For instance, vortical flow is of interest to the study of mixing of gases [8] and the diagnosis of certain cardiac diseases [24]. Most of these features can not be revealed via direct rendering of the simulation results. The analysis and visualization of the simulated fluids can help impose visual clues to the places with those important dynamics, largely simplifying the task of interpreting the simulations results. See Figure 1 for an example. Consequently, analysis and visualization of simulated fluids has been a popular research area in the visualization community in the past few decades. However, most existing techniques [25, 15] are for fluids stemming from Eulerian simulation framework. That is, quantities are defined on fixed mesh grid points or at the centers of cells, so that well-established interpolation techniques (e.g., linear interpolation) can be employed to obtain quantities elsewhere in the domain. In contrast, fluids resulted from the particle-based simulation (or Lagrangian framework), denoted by PFS, do not have explicit and fixed neighborhood information. That said, analysis techniques for mesh-based fluid data cannot be directly applied to the analysis of PFS data. In addition, there is little attention on the free surface fluid simulations that have been applied in various computer graphics applications. Understanding the characteristics of the free surface fluids, especially their underlying behaviors may help develop efficient fluid simulators that assign computation and memory resources to places where important, critical features occur [48, 32]. However, free surface fluids typically possess complex surface shapes changing over time, making their analysis challenging. These challenges motivate this work.

In this work, we focus on the particle-based fluid simulation (PFS) data and its analysis and visualization. Specifically, we adapt a number of well-known analysis and visualization techniques, including FTLE [22] and Jacobian-based analysis, for the PFS data that depicts free surface fluids. In addition, we apply a recently introduced accumulation framework to study the overall (or average) behaviors of the individual particles as well as their relative behaviors with respect to their neighbors. Furthermore, based on these average and relative behaviors, we project the particles to an attribute space, with which the user can select the particles of interest to inspect intuitively. We have applied our comprehensive analysis and visualization framework to a number of 2D and 3D PFS data to demonstrate its effectiveness.

2 Related Work
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) was first proposed by Gingold and Monaghan [19] and Lucy [26], and then it experienced extensive improvements and applications. Dependent on viscosity type, SPH can achieve good simulation results in highly viscous flow (like jet buckling [13], sand [55] and [10]) and inviscid flow [12]. Based on simulation scenarios, SPH can also be used to simulate gas [35], smoke [33] and bubbles [39]. There are tremendous applications and progress involved in SPH. We refer interested readers to a sequence of survey papers [29, 51, 28, 45] for a complete overview of this field.

Enforcing incompressibility is numerically challenging for SPH, because achieving divergence-free velocity field is computationally expensive and numerically unstable, especially with boundary conditions. Cummins et al. [40] introduced a pressure
projection method to compute an intermediate velocity field and then projected it onto a divergence-free space by solving a pressure Poisson equation. However, it is time-consuming to solve Poisson equation with conjugate gradient solver and it doesn’t scale well for large system. Becker et al. [4] introduced a weakly compressible SPH (WCSPH) for free surface flows. Due to the exponential term for pressure calculation, the time step size is greatly restricted, which hampers its application in practice. A prediction-correction incompressible SPH (PCISPH) was proposed by Solenthaler et al. [41], which achieves an order of magnitude speed up while keeping the comparable results to WCSPH. Besides the divergence-free velocity constraint, incompressibility can also be partially achieved by the density constraint [7, 3] or volume-preserving [43]. However, these methods still suffer from the limited time steps and can’t balance between divergence-free and constant-density condition.

Position-based dynamics is a prospering method to enable large time step by focusing on only the positions of particles solved by constraints other than accelerations or velocities. It was first introduced to the graphics community by Muller et al. [31] to simulate rigid bodies and cloths, and later was improved and extended to many other simulation problems, such as rigid-body coupling [14] for sake of realistic effect and computational convenience. We refer interested readers to the survey papers by Bender et al. [6, 5] to acquire more details. Macklin et al. [27] used position-based method to achieve incompressibility by solving a density constraint, which enables both large time step and incompressibility effect for fluid simulation. However, it is still difficult to combine collision detection and incompressibility, especially for sharp boundaries.

Surface representation is also important for particle-based simulation. There exist many methods, like the color-based surface tension used in WCSPH [4] and the ray-tracing method applied by PCISPH [41]. We also refer readers to Fang et al. [16] which provides a rigid numerical method to distinguish surface particles. In PBF [27], particle anisotropy is firstly computed using anisotropic kernels [49], and then the fluid surface is constructed by the screen-space filtering technique [44].

Few efforts have been made on particle-based data analysis, and most of them are concerning visualization for large and time-varying particle datasets [11, 42, 20]. Chandler et al. [9] introduced an interpolation-based pathline tracing, but the computation is expensive and cannot provide physically intuitive information for particle separation. In the meantime, the Finite Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE) that measures the rate of separation of flow particles during their transportation has gained increasing attention in the flow visualization community [22, 38, 18, 21]. Considering the Lagrangian nature of the PFS data and the FTLE computation framework, it is natural to apply FTLE computation for the analysis of PFS data. Agranovsky et al. [1] proposed to estimate the FTLE structure using sparse particles with the moving least square (MLS) for flow data from Eulerian simulations, but his work only focuses on 2D while in 3D both kernel searching and least square fitting for each particle is more complicated. Compared to the similar method proposed by Agranovsky et al. [1], our method directly applies to the particle based flow data without explicit neighborhood information for each particle, and with an isotropically dynamic radius, our method is robust to obtain enough neighboring particles for FTLE computation. Later, Agranovsky et al. [2] proposed a pathline-based representation for Lagrangian fluid flow data and reconstructs pathline surface, which has different goal from our work that aims to analyze and visualize particle-based simulated flow data.

3 Overview

Our framework includes two major components: 1) the particle-based fluid simulation (PFS) and 2) the analysis and visualization of the PFS results. The PFS is carried out using both SPH framework and the recently popular PBF framework[27]. The PFS results, including the position \( p(x, y, z) \) and velocity \( u = (u_x, u_y, u_z) \) at a given sampled time \( t \) for each particle, are saved into files. The analysis framework takes these files as input and performs the following tasks (see Figure 2):

1. Calculate the neighbors of each particle using a spatial binning;
2. Calculate the FTLE of each particle using the particle trajectory information;
3. Estimate the Jacobian (i.e., spatial gradient of the velocity field of the particles);
4. Calculate the accumulated attribute (e.g., rotation, curl, Jacobian determinant, etc.) associated with each particle and estimate the gradient of this accumulated attribute within a small neighborhood around the particle;
5. Apply transfer functions to visualize the analysis results and perform particle exploration to identify particles of interest based on their physical and derived attributes.

![Figure 2: Analysis Framework](https://example.com/figure2.png)

4 Particle-based Fluid Simulation

The conventional SPH represents the Navier-Stokes equation into discretized Lagrangian particles with certain finite-support kernel functions, and each particle conveys information of mass, density, velocity and vorticity. As in the basic pipeline of SPH of Figure 3 (left), enforcing compressibility highly depends on pressure computation, which is either achieved by weakly compressible SPH [30, 4] using

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho &= k \rho \\
\rho &= k(\rho - \rho_0) \\
\rho &= B(\left(\frac{\rho}{\rho_0}\right)^2 - 1)
\end{align*}
\]

or pressure projection for a divergence-free velocity field [40].
Position-based method (PBF) was firstly introduced into computer graphics community in [31] and then was applied to achieve incompressible fluid by enforcing the constant-density constraint in [27]. A prediction of particle displacement is iteratively updated by solving the non-linear density constraint function

\[ C_i(p_1, \ldots, p_n) = \frac{\rho_i}{\rho_0} - 1 \]  

(2)

The particle cohensiveness and numerical dissipation is improved by artificial pressure and vorticity confinement. The general pipeline is illustrated by the right flow chart in Figure 3.

In our practical experiment, we simulated the dam breaking scenarios with 2D SPH model, while for 3D flows we utilized the PBF framework. Since boundary handling in [27] that uses signed distance causes serious particle clumping, we adopted the boundary particle handling from [3] and relaxed density invariant method from [23] to improve the robustness in collision detection and simulation instability.

5 PFS Data Analysis

In this section, we describe a number of analysis techniques that help us better understand the behavior of the simulated free-surface fluids stemming from the above PFS solvers. As described earlier, the PFS simulation results are stored as the sequence of locations \( \mathbf{p} \) of the individual particles over time. The velocity of each particle \( \mathbf{u} \) at its given time is also stored. For the PFS result from the position-based fluid simulation, the vorticity information is also saved.

**FTLE Computation**

The finite-time Lyapunov exponent (or simply FTLE) measures the rate of flow separation during transportation. The FTLE computation results in a scalar field whose ridges correspond to the transportation barrier where the flow flux is negligible. Given a flow \( \mathbf{u}(x, t) \). The FTLE value at each sample point \( x \) can be derived from the flow map deformation \( \mathbf{D} = \nabla \phi_{0}^{t+T}(x) \) over time \( T \). If a flow is defined on a uniform grid, the flow map deformation can then be computed by measuring the deformation of the regular configuration of the particles surrounding a central particle after transportation, as demonstrated by Figure 4. Given the flow map deformation matrix \( \mathbf{D} \), the Cauchy Green deformation tensor can be computed as \( \nabla = \mathbf{D}^{\top} \mathbf{D} \). The FTLE value is then [22]:

\[ \sigma_{t}^{\mathbf{D}}(x) = \frac{1}{|T|} \ln \sqrt{\lambda_{\max}(\nabla)} \]  

(3)

![Figure 3: Pipeline comparisons between SPH (left) and position-based fluids (PBF) (right).](image)

![Figure 4: Top row shows the FTLE estimation for a flow defined on a regular grid. Star stands for the central position where the FTLE is of interest, while the colored dots indicate the starting positions of its directly neighboring particles (a) and their end positions over a time \( T \) (b). Bottom rows shows the FTLE estimation for a particle (red) in the PFS data. Blue particles are its neighboring particles. (c) shows their initial configuration, while (d) shows their end positions.](image)

Based on the above description, the flow map deformation requires the assessment of the deformation of the configuration of neighboring particles. However, for PFS data sets, the neighboring particles are no longer regularly placed around the target position. Although a uniform grid may be imposed to the PFS data to utilize the above FTLE computation process, we opt for the estimation of the FTLE value associated with the individual particles directly because the flow map information is already provided by the particle positions over time. Consider a given particle \( \mathbf{p} \) at time \( t_0 \). To estimate the flow map deformation centered at it over a time \( T \), we first locate \( N \) direct neighboring particles of \( \mathbf{p} \), denoted by \( \{ \mathbf{q}_i \} \) (Figure 4 (c)). We then track their locations, \( \{ \mathbf{q}_i' \} \) at \( t_0 + T \) (Figure 4 (d)). If the flow map deformation is \( \mathbf{D} \), the following is satisfied

\[ \mathbf{q}_i' - \mathbf{p}' = \mathbf{D}(\mathbf{q}_i - \mathbf{p}) \]  

(4)

As the entries \( D_{ij} \) are unknown, estimating them can be achieved by solving the following least square fitting problem [36, 1].

\[ \arg\min_{\mathbf{D} \in \mathbb{R}^{2}} \sum_{i=0}^{N} \left| \left| (\mathbf{q}_i' - \mathbf{p}') - \mathbf{D}(\mathbf{q}_i - \mathbf{p}) \right| \right|^2 \]  

(5)

The above flow map deformation estimation with the least square fit can be sensitive to the neighborhood information. On the one hand, we need a sufficiently large neighborhood (e.g., to
cover at least 4 other particles in 2D or 15 other particles in 3D) in order to find a unique solution of Equation 5. On the other hand, larger number of particles may lead to slow computation. This asks for a proper neighborhood computation strategy, similar to the density estimation in the aforementioned particle-based simulation.

Due to unpredicted particle distributions, assigning a fixed neighborhood radius to all particles is sub-optimal for the MLS computation, e.g., a same radius for one particle might include more than 30 neighbors while for another particle it might only have a few neighbors. To address this, we propose an isotropic dynamic neighborhood searching based on the user-specified number. To be specific, given an initial value, the radius will be increased at a fixed speed unless the minimal number of neighbors are found (e.g., 15 particles in 3D in our experiments). This dynamic searching has also been applied in the neighborhood searching for mesh-based volume rendering.

Figure 5 compares the FTLE results of a Double Gyre flow [17] with $T = 10$. The left column shows the FTLE field of the flow computed using the conventional grid-based approach, while the right column shows the FTLE result using the above least square fitting approach. From the comparison, we see that the least square estimation returns quite similar FTLE field to the grid-based method.

**Jacobian Estimation**

For many flow data analysis tasks, such as vortex identification and asymmetric tensor field analysis [50], the Jacobian (i.e., the spatial gradient) of the velocity field of the flow needs to be computed. Similar to the above estimation of flow map deformation for the PFS data, we can estimate the Jacobian centered at a particle $p$ at the given time by solving the following least square fitting problem, according to the linearization of vector field $L u(x + \Delta x) = u(x) + J \Delta x$.

$$\arg\min_{J \in \mathbb{R}^2} \sum_i ||(u(q_i) - u(p)) - J(q_i - p)||^2$$

(6)

where $u_q$ is the velocity vector associated with a neighboring particle $q_i$ and $u_p$ is the velocity value at the central particle $p$. After estimating the Jacobian associated with each particle over time, the Jacobian relevant characteristics can be derived (e.g., curl, divergence, vorticity, determinant, etc.), which are the attributes associated with the particle for the later processing.

**Attribute Accumulation**

Given the particles provided by the PFS data, it is important to identify those whose behaviors are of interest. One simple and intuitive approach is to inspect their overall (or average) behaviors over the course of simulation. Note that different quantities (or properties/attributes) (e.g., velocity, vorticity, density, etc.) can be carried by the particles. That said, the overall behaviors of the particles can be calculated by accumulating these quantities (or attributes) of interest over time. A similar accumulation framework has been proposed for integral curve classification [34] or the definition of an attribute field for flow segmentation and integral curve seeding [52, 54].

Consider a particle $p$ and its trajectory, $\gamma_p$, that consists of the sequence of positions of $p$ over time. We accumulate a given attribute along $\gamma_p$ using $\sum_{t=1}^{n} A(p_t)$, where $A(p_t)$ represents the attribute value associated with $p$ at its $t^{th}$ position (or simulation step). Note that this accumulation can start with any given time, say $t_0$, and carry out over time $T$, as illustrated by Figure 6. We denote the accumulated attribute value by $A(p)$.

Figure 6: Illustration of the accumulation starting at $t_0$ till $t_0 + T$.

**Figure 7:** Top: the visualization of the accumulated rotation for a breaking dam simulation using a blue-white-red color scheme. Bottom: the visualization of the FTLE values with a rainbow color scheme.

Note that even though different local attribute values can be accumulated for the study of the overall behavior of the individual particles, we specifically focus on the accumulation of the rotation of the particle trajectories in this work. This is because this accumulated rotation information has high correlation to the vortices in the flow that are of interest to numerous applications. In addi-
tion, Zhang et al. [53] has shown that this accumulated rotation may also encode other flow characteristics, such as acceleration.

Figure 7 (top) visualizes the particles of a 2D breaking dam simulation based on their accumulated rotations. The rotation is estimated via the angle change of the velocity vector of the particles over time [53]. A blue-white-red color coding is used with red corresponding to positive (or counter clockwise) rotation and blue for negative (or clockwise) rotation. Compared to the FTLE red corresponding to positive (or counter clockwise) rotation and the derived properties (e.g., FTLE value, Jacobian characteristics, and the accumulated attributes). In particular, we show this various information in two different ways. On the one hand, we generate color plots for 2D flow and particle/volume rendering for 3D data via a careful design of color transfer function (Section 6.1). On the other hand, we provide a simple visual analytic interface that enables the user to intuitively explore and select particles of interest based on various characteristics (e.g., their physical properties or the derived attributes) (Section 6.2).

6.1 Color Transfer Function
To map the quantities that particles are carrying to colors, the maximal and minimal values of these quantities typically need to be extracted. However, these two extrema values could fluctuate dramatically over time, making a simple linear color mapping based on them unstable (e.g., sharp color changes over time). Figure 9 demonstrates this visual discontinuity, in which the colors associated with the same particles have large change between two consecutive time steps due to the large fluctuation of the extrema values of the quantity. To address this issue, we map the original scalar value \( f \) using the following function:

\[
    f' = \begin{cases} 
        f_{\text{max}} & \text{if } f > f_1' \\
        f & \text{otherwise} \\
        f_{\text{min}} & \text{if } f < f_{\text{min}}
    \end{cases}
\]

where \( f \) is the average value of the given quantity at the given time which is relatively stable over time, and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are transfer parameters that can be changed in run time. In other words, one can alter the maximum \( f'_{\text{max}} \) and minimum \( f'_{\text{min}} \) thresholds by adjusting the values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) to achieve the desired visualization. After mapping the original scalar values to the new range, a linear color mapping can be performed in the range \((f'_{\text{min}}, f'_{\text{max}})\). In our experiments, a number of different color schemes are used, including the blue-white-red, gray scale and black-white-blue color schemes based on the above recalibration.

6.2 Particle Exploration
For 2D simulations, a simple visualization with colors assigned to the individual particles based on their respective attributes may be sufficient, as shown in Figures 7, 12, 13, and 14. This is because 2D particles do not overlap. However, 3D PFS data sets do not have this property and their visualizations typically suffer from severe occlusion issue (Figure 15, top). Therefore, it is necessary to develop an exploration mechanism for the experts to highlight the particles whose behaviors are important.
while suppressing the other particles that are less relevant. To support this functionality, we devise a simple 2D attribute space so that the 3D particles can be projected onto this lower dimensional space for an easy exploration. Figure 10 provides an example of this 2D attribute space, in which the X axis represents the FTLE value and the Y axis is the accumulated rotation value. Specifically, Figure 10 (a) shows the scatter plot formed by the projected particles of a 3D simulation at step 399, which is heavily clumping. To provide an overview of the distribution of the projected particles, we compute and visualize a 2D histogram by uniformly subdividing the attribute space, which provides better description on the distribution of the particles (Figure 10 (b)). A 50 \times 50 2D histogram is used for all our results. With this 2D histogram, the user can easily select sets of particles for a detailed inspection. From the histogram shown in Figure 10 (b), we see that most particles have smaller FTLE and accumulated rotation values. The user can then focus on those small set of particles that have large FTLE or accumulated rotation values. More detailed discussions on the behaviors of the particles of this simulation are provided in Section 7.

![Figure 10: The scatter plot (a) defined by The FTLE and the accumulated rotation values of the particles. (b) shows the corresponding 2D histogram of the distribution of the projected particles.](image)

### 7 Results

We have applied our analysis framework to a number of 2D and 3D PFS data sets. For the 2D PFS data sets, an SPH simulation was used, while the 3D PFS data sets were generated using a PBF simulation.

![Figure 11: The velocity magnitude (left) and density (right) of a 2D breaking dam simulation with \( v = 0.01 \) at step 343.](image)

For the 2D simulations, 6,000 particles were used. Figure 11 shows the velocity magnitude and density of a 2D breaking dam simulation with viscosity value \( v = 0.01 \). For both visualizations, a rainbow color coding is used. From this example, we see that in general, the particles tend to carry large velocity magnitude but small density in active areas, such as surface and splash. That is why people usually use this information to help the extraction of fluid surface and splash for rendering.

**Comparison of fluids with different viscosities** Figures 12, 13, and 14 provide the comparisons of FTLE, accumulated rotation and its gradient magnitude between fluids with different viscosities, respectively. From the comparisons, we see that the two simulations have generally similar overall patterns. On the one hand, the simulation with a smaller viscosity has richer and smaller-scaled fluid motions. For example, the fluid surface tends to have large perturbations (i.e., detailed splash) due to the smaller viscosity force. This characteristic is reflected by the richer patterns in its corresponding FTLE, rotation, and gradient visualizations. Specifically, the surface area of this simulation carries some large FTLE values. On the other hand, the simulation with a larger viscosity tends to have smoother fluid surface and little splash. Nonetheless, its underneath flow motions, as shown by our visualizations, are still rich but much quieter than those in the simulation with small viscosity, which is expected.

When comparing the results of FTLE and the accumulated rotation (and its gradient), one can see that the latter reveals more detailed and richer flow behaviors beneath the fluid surface. This may be because the fluid near the surface has larger distortion due to the pressure exerted by the waves and splash, while the disturbing caused by the waves and splash on the surface induces some rotating, turbulence like behaviors beneath the surface.

**Particle selection for 3D PFS data** For the 3D simulations, 128,000 particles were used. The computation of the FTLE, Jacobian estimation and attribute accumulation took about 2 second per frame. A kernel size is adaptively selected so that about 15 neighboring particles are used for the flow map deformation and Jacobian estimation. The time window size is \( T = 40 \) (i.e., 40 time steps). Figure 15 provides some particle exploration results of a 3D breaking dam simulation using a PBF solver. Time step 399 is shown here. The top row shows the direct particle rendering with a blue-white-color coding based on their respective attributes, i.e. FTLE (a) and accumulated rotation (b). For this incompressible fluid, the domain experts are typically interested in places where the flow has strong separation and rotation. While the direct rendering of particles assigned with colors based on their respective attributes may reveal this information well at the fluid surfaces, the underneath flow behaviors are hard to see due to the occlusion issue (top row of Figure 15). By selecting those particles of interest while suppressing the others, the places with strong separation and rotation in the flow are easily discernible (bottom row of Figure 15). From the results we see that particles with large FTLE values that indicate strong flow separation are located at or near the fluid surface (e.g., the front of a wave). Again, this can be explained by the large flow distortion (or stretching) caused by the force exerted by waves and splashes. In the meantime, the particles with large accumulated rotation are distributed near the bottom right of the simulation domain. This is partly because the particles at the lower right are about to hit the right wall and make a sharp change in their advection direction in a later time (Recall that we consider the particles in the next 40 time steps for the accumulation). Since we do not assume the no slip boundary condition in our simulations, those particles hitting the right wall are moving along it or bounced back. Combining with the pressure added by the upper particles, the turbulence-like behavior is induced beneath the surface, which is usually characterized.
by the strong rotation. Figure 16 shows the same simulation in a later time (i.e., at time step 430).

The 2D histogram (Figure 10 (b)) of the simulation shown in Figure 15 also reveals that particles that have large FTLE values typically do not have large accumulated rotation values. This is interesting, as it means that for this free surface fluid the strong flow separation near the surface is not associated with the strong rotation. In the meantime, the particles that have large accumulated rotation value (near the bottom) need not involve in flow separation.

**Volume rendering of the 3D PFS data** In addition to the rendering of particles with colors determined based on specific attributes, we also perform volume rendering based on the particle attributes. Specifically, we voxelize the simulation domain. For each voxel, we extrapolate the scalar value at its center based on the values associated with the nearby particles. Figure 17 shows the volume rendering results of a number of attributes extrapolated from the discrete particles. A 51 × 122 × 162 voxelization is used. Compared to the direct rendering of discrete particles, volume rendering offers a smoother representation of the attributes, which may facilitate certain interpretation tasks, e.g., the identification of the ridges of the FTLE field. Nonetheless, due to its approximation nature, the volume rendering can only be used to provide an overview of the data.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an analysis and visualization framework for the particle-based fluid simulation (PFS) data. Compared to the analysis and visualization of flow data defined on fixed grid, PFS data does not provide the neighborhood information among particles, making their analysis with the conventional techniques difficult. To address this issue, we adapt a number of existing techniques for the mesh-based flow data to the PFS setting, including FTLE computation for the identification of the separation behaviors in the flow and the Jacobian based analysis for the identification of rotation and other kinematic motions in the flow. In addition, we adapt a recently introduced attribute accumulation framework for the characterization of the behaviors of the individual particles. A visual analytics interface is then designed to help experts explore various particle characteristics based on their accumulated attributes. We have applied our analysis framework to a number of 2D and 3D PFS data to demonstrate its utility. The results reveal rich particle behaviors (or motions) beneath the fluid surface, which has been ignored for free surface fluid simulation previously.

There are a number of directions we would like to explore in the future given the current preliminary, promising results for PFS data analysis. First, the particle selection/exploration framework can be improved by including the clustering technique introduced by Wu et al. [47] to provide the user with more support in particle selection. Also, supporting the selection of particles based on their multiple attributes at the same time will help experts better understand the correlation of various characteristics. Second, we plan to work with the domain experts to develop techniques based on the proposed framework to identify more complicated particle behaviors for their specific applications, e.g., the study of the erosion of the coastline caused by tsunami [37]. Third, our
analysis framework can be embedded into the simulation. Specifically, all the analysis discussed in this work can be carried out at any given time during the simulation based on the results from the preceding iterations. This can help experts re-configure their simulation during run time (i.e., in-situ) to allocate the computation power to places with particle dynamics that is critical to the specific applications.
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Figure 16: The visualizations of particles at time 430 based on their FTLE values (a) and their accumulated rotation values (b), respectively.

Figure 17: Volume renderings of the density (a), FTLE (b), accumulated rotation (c) and vorticity (d), respectively, at time 399 of a 3D PBF simulation.


